WB8HBK

Local council name and number: ___Orange County 39__

Unit number: ___Crew 51______________

Amateur call sign used:
___WB8HBK_Primary__KI6ABD_station
#2_K6CPP_station #3______

Amateur call signs heard and worked:
__JH8WYJ ______________
__KB0EO ______________
__JA7QVI ______________
__JG1H ______________
__VY0SNO ______________
__VE7OGO ______________
__KH6CB ______________
__KI6ABD_____________
__K6CCP_____________
__numerous 146, 440 and 6 mtr contacts

States contacted:
Countries contacted:
__Japan______________________
__Scotland____________________
__USA________________________

Number of stations participating in your JOTA event:
Number of participants in JOTA

Cub Scouts: ___15________________________

Boy Scouts: ___10_______________________

Venture's: _____4_______________________

Girl Scouts: _____2_______________________

Radio amateurs: __4______________________

Visitors: ______18_______________________

Please add your story, funny incidents, discoveries, etc..

We had a Native Hawaiian scout in a QSO with Hawaii and the subject of favorite foods of Hawaii came up...the Loco Moco great meal consisting of rice, gravy, hamburger and eggs. Not to be topped with the all time favorite of SPAM and its various ways of serving it. Hawaii is probably one of the highest SPAM consuming population of the USA. Really got everyone in on the QSO remembering as youth eating it etc...